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The bush is lush and long providing cover for animals, but we have had some wonderful sightings. 

When the foliage is so high, we have to rely on other “tricks of the trade” sometimes to spot the 

animal hidden in the grass of the summer time, as summer is our rainy season, the rewards are the 

emerald green backgrounds which make safari photography great in this season, one of our 

favourite pleasures is getting animals themselves to spot the predators for us, herbivores actively 

search out predators because frankly their very lives depend on being vigilant, and they are good at 

it. 

One afternoon late on the s119 road we came around a corner on this narrow road, and in front of 

us on the road was a rigid impala staring in one direction, into the river bed, its posture told us that 

it was observing something of interest. We pulled up slowly next to it and scoped the riverbed, at 

first nothing of note was apparent, but after a few minutes we were greeted with an African wild 

dog walking into the open. Thank you, Impala. 

Another January day we were coming down the s130, and came across a tower of Giraffe, next to 

the left of the road, all starring in one direction, that combined with the posture, we knew that 

something had their interest. Sure enough, as we stopped and locked down the animal path a 

leopard looked back at us bellow. 

 



If it was not for the Giraffe, would have been difficult for us to spot this fellow, we were patient on 

this sighting and he eventually walked out in front of us on the road, giving us a great view of his 

spots. 

We hope to see you on one of our safaris soon. Please email info@honeybadgersafaris.co.za for any 

queries or questions. 

Honey Badger Team 
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